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(boreal), viz. A,4,-/au/ha d,ri/alis (see Fig. 399), which sometimes plays an
important part in the pelagic life of the Norwegian Sea; in the North
Sea l-Icnscn fell in with a shoal of these meduse which he estimated at
23 billions of individuals. As mentioned by Haeckel, it is character
istic of this form that it suddenly appears in enormous quantities for
some days and then suddenly disappears for some months.

As rare visitors in the north may be mentioned, Pantac/zogon
/iacd'e'/u, Pee/,'//,s (ii-elicit, and 'rossota norveIrica.I Other species are
strictly limited to the warm zone of the ocean, which may be said to
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reach the 40th or 50th degree of latitude, where we find some small
forms living entirely in the upper layers of the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans, as for instance RIioJ'a/oncma vela/urn, Ag/aura /ie'mistorna,
and Liriopt' /e/rap/),//a (Fig. 400); they are "devoid of colour or

only faintly tinted, some of them being only a few millimetres in
diameter. Others are genuine deep-sea forms, found only below 6oo or
1000 metres. Crossota h;wnnea (Fig. 401) is dark brownish, Ag/zccu-a
,,r1,C(l (Fig. 402) is a flaring red, and ffa/iercas ro/iiuida/urn (Fig. 403) is

distinguished by bright red markings.
The Narcomcdusa are oceanic forms, including some small colourless

surface forms and strongly tinted (brown) deep-sea forms.

This species was taken by inc in a deep haul in the Norwegian Sea, and Vanhöflen placed
it very near to the tropical species Crossohi brm,,,ea, see It7ss. E: h. '' I zldiz'itz Expedition,
bd. 3, 1902 and ''Die Fauna und Flora Grin1ands,'' Gn'nlanti L.rp((/lllo: (Berlin,1S97).
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